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Bid Creation 

The purpose of this procedure is to inform the user on how to create a bid (request for bid and request for 

proposal) in VendorNet 2.0.  The instruction will include information on important differences between 

VendorNet 1.0 and VendorNet 2.0.  New features of Bid Creation include new design tools for Bid 

Synopsis and the addition of NIGP codes. 

  

Before starting this procedure you should have registered with VendorNet 2.0 and created a user name 

and password. 

Getting to the Bid Creation forms 

 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click Login at the top right area of the page. 

 

 
 

 

2. Enter your User Name and Password.   

 
 

 

3. Click Login.  

You will be taken to the logged in homepage of the site. 
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4. Click Bids at the top left area of the webpage.  

 

 
 

 

5. If you wish to create a bid (request for bid and request for proposal) that is a request for 

proposal, click Create Bid. 

6. If you wish to create a Simplified Bid, click Create Simplified Bid. 

 

 
 

 

The fields to create both a Bid and Simplified bid are nearly identical, and so you 

may use this procedure to create either one.  Differences between the two creation 

screens are described below. 
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Filling out the Bid Creation form 

The bid creation form has several fields to be filled out, some of which are required, and some which are 

updated new features of the new VendorNet.  New features include the bid synopsis and addition of NIGP 

codes. Required fields are denoted with a red asterisk (*).  

 

1. Fill out the fields for Bid Title, Agency Bid Number, Date Available, and Bid Due Date and 

Time. 

 

 

When creating a bid, your bid will NOT be viewable to the public until the date 

you set as the Available Date.  Until that date, a viewer must be able to log in to 

see your bid.   

 

 

 

When entering a date into the Available Date field, the date entered MUST NOT 

be a date previous to the date you are submitting your bid.  For instance, a bid 

entered on 6/2/2016 may not have a date such as 6/1/2016, which is previous to 

6/2/2016. Doing so will produce an error.  The Available Date must be the either 

the day you enter your bid or a date in the future from the day you enter your bid. 

 

 

2. Select if faxed bids are acceptable. 

3. Select if emailed bids are acceptable  

 

 

Selecting if emailed bids are acceptable is an option only available if you are 

creating a Simplified Bid.  If you are creating a bid (request for bid and request 

for proposal), you will not see this field.   

 

4. Fill out Bid Synopsis field.  After entering your synopsis, you may choose to further format 

your synopsis using the design tools 
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5. To use the special design tools for the bid synopsis, click the   icon. A menu of design 

options will appear. There are many design tools that are available to you. A few of 

commonly used ones are detailed below. 

 

                 
 

a. Spell Check icon  

Clicking will allow you to spell check your bid synopsis. 

 

b. Hyperlink Manager  

Clicking  will allow you to create a link in your bid synopsis. 

 

To create a hyperlink  

i. Click  .   

ii. Enter the web address you wish to link to in the URL field.  

 

 
 

iii. Fill in the Link Text field.  Link text is the text that will appear as a link in 

your bid synopsis.  Ignore all other fields. 

 

 
 

iv. Click OK . 

 

 

DO NOT use the  icon to upload documents!  It will not work!  Instead, use the Upload 

Files field in the bid creation form. 
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Upload Documents to the Bid Creation Form 

1. If you wish to upload a document to your bid, click the empty Upload Files field or Select. 

Do not upload files more than 20 MB. 

 
2. Select the file you would like to upload. 

3. Click Open. The file will appear on the bid creation form. 

4. Enter text into the Title field.  This text will appear as a hyperlink in the bid. Clicking the link 

will take the viewer to the uploaded document. 

 

                     
 

5. To remove your file, click Remove. 
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Search and Attach NIGP Codes to the Bid Creation Form 

The bid creation form has the ability both to search for and attach NIGP codes to your bid. NIGP codes 

can be searched both by number and name. It is important to choose the correct NIGP codes because once 

your bid has been submitted, all bidders connected with that NIGP code will receive the initial bid 

notification in the form of an email. 

 

1. To search for an NIGP code by name or number, type the name or number of the code you 

want to find into the NIGP code search box.  

 

 
  

 

2. Select the desired NIGP code.  To select multiple NIGP codes, hold Ctrl while clicking the 

other codes. 

3. Click the small arrow icon to enter your selected codes into the bid. 
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It is not possible to transfer more than 25 NIGP codes at a time.  If you use the   icon, 

you will receive the following error message. 

 

 
 

4. To remove an NIGP code from your bid,  select the code you wish to remove 

5. Click the small arrow to remove a single code. 

Use   to remove all entered codes. 
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To View and Download a Bidders List 

1. Go to the View Bid page for your bid that you wish to generate a list for.  

2. Scroll to the bottom of the page. 

3. Click View Bid List at the bottom left part of the screen. 

 

 
 

You will be brought to a page with all of the bidders connected with the NIGP codes for your bid. 

Bid lists are sorted alphanumerically by company name. 

 

 
 

4. To download the list as an Excel file, click the  icon at the top of the screen. 

5. Click Save. 

 

 
 

6. Click Open folder to locate your downloaded file. 
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Submitting your bid 

When you have finished filling out all required fields, have finished uploading all documentation, and 

have entered all desired NIGP codes, click Save to submit your bid. 

 

After saving your bid, the initial bid notification email will be sent to all bidders connected to the NIGP 

codes that you selected in your bid. The email will be sent out at 11pm on the date entered in the Date 

Available field of the submitted bid. 
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How to Search and Edit Bids 

The purpose of this procedure is to inform the user on how to search, sort, view, edit, and cancel bids in 

VendorNet 2.0.  The procedure also describes how to generate and download a bidders list, send bid 

amendment notices, and award vendors. 

  

Before starting this procedure you should have registered with VendorNet 2.0 and created a user name 

and password.  If you wish to edit a bid or generate a bidders list, you should have created a bid before 

starting this procedure. 

 

To perform any part of this procedure you must first log in to your account and go to the Search Bids 

page. 

Login to Your Account 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click Login at the top right area of the page and go to the Bids 

page. 

 

 
 

 

2. Enter your User Name and Password.   

 

 
 

 

3. Click Login.  

You will be taken to the logged in homepage of the site. 

 

4. Click Bids at the top left area of the webpage.  
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Searching for Bids 

At the Search Bids page, there are several different ways to search for not only your bid, but any bid 

currently entered into the system by any other agency or municipality. Search functionality includes 

searching by Keyword or Number, Agency, and Agent Name.  Bids may also be searched by NIGP code. 

 

 

Once you are logged in as an agency or municipality, your search view is defaulted to your 

particular agency or municipality. This means that the search results you initially see are 

ONLY those specific to your agency or municipality. You may expand or restrict your search 

as explained below. 

 

 

There are three filters you can use to expand or restrict your search results.  

 
 

 

 Active 

This filter will limit your searches to only active solicitations. 

 

 Archived 

This filter will limit your searches to awarded or canceled solicitations. 

 

 None 

This will remove any filter selections you have made and will take you to your default search 

view results of your particular agency or municipality. 

 

 All Agencies 

This filter will expand your searches to include all solicitations from all agencies or 

municipalities.  You may combine this filter with either Active or Archived filters. 
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Below are the search fields by which you can search for a bid. Note that none of the searches are caps 

sensitive, so you may use either capital or lowercase letters and receive the same search result. 

 

 

 
 

 Keyword or Number 

The Keyword or Number field will search the entirety of the solicitations, including the Title, 

Agency, Solicitation Reference #, and Synopsis.  Note that this field will NOT search the contents 

of documents attached to bids such as PDF or Word documents. 

 

 Agency 

The Agency field will search the names of the Agencies that have submitted bids. You may use 

acronyms in the search, such as DOA for the Department of Administration. A list of acronyms 

that may be helpful is listed on the homepage of the VendorNet site. 

 

 NIGP 

The NIGP field searches the bids that have an NIGP code or description associated with them.  

Only one NIGP code may be searched at a time. 

 

 Agent Name 

The Agent Name field searches bids using the names of individuals who have submitted bids. 

You may search by first name, last name, and full name. 

 

1. To search for a bid, choose a field and enter the required information as listed above. 

2. If desired, select one of the Active, Archived, or All Agencies filter. If no filter then select 

None. 

3. Press Enter. 
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Sort Your Bid Search 

 

Your search results are sorted by the newest Available Date first by default. You may change 

the way your results are sorted below. 

 

Your bid search results may be sorted by Solicitation Reference #, Title, Agency, Available Date, and 

Due Date.  

 

 
 

 

1. Click any of the Solicitation Reference #, Title, Agency, Available Date, or Due Date headings 

to sort your search results. Only one may be selected at a time. In the example below, Available 

Date is selected. 

 

              
 

Solicitation Reference #, Title, and Agency will first sort alphabetically. Available Date and Due 

Date will sort your results by oldest dates first. 

 

2. To reverse your sort results, click the heading a second time. 

3. To remove the sort, click the heading a third time. 
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Viewing Your Bid 

As agency or municipality, you have two ways that you can view your bid. The first way occurs 

immediately after you have saved your bid creation form. After saving your form, you are immediately 

taken to your bid for viewing. 

 

The second way that an agency or municipality can view a bid occurs on the Search Bids page, after you 

have searched for your bid. 

  

Once you have searched for your desired bid, click the Solicitation Reference # to view the details of the 

bid.  

 

 
 

Information that you entered with your bid submittal will be displayed, including a link to your name as 

the Agency Contact. This blue link contains the bid creator’s email and will open in an email client such 

as Microsoft Outlook.  
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To Edit Your Bid 

1. Go to the View Bid screen for your bid you wish to edit. 

2. Scroll down and click Edit Bid at the bottom left part of the screen. 

 
 

3. Edit fields for Bid Title, Solicitation Reference #, Date Available, Bid Due Date and Time, Are 

faxed Bids acceptable, Bid Synopsis, and NIGP codes as necessary. 

 

 

If you intend to edit the Date Available field, you may only do so if you change it to 

a future date.  You will not be allowed to change the Date Available to a date in the 

past of the date you are editing the bid.  For instance, a bid that is edited on 4/27/16 

may NOT be changed to 4/26/16, or any date prior to that 4/27/16. 

 

Two fields that are available to edit which are not available on the bid creation form include the 

Bid Amendment and Award Vendor(s) fields. 

 

 

The Revision history field is available at the bottom of the Edit Bid screen.  In past 

versions of VendorNet, this field was required.  However, it is no longer a required 

field for editing.  The Revision History field is intended for content changes only.  It 

is not necessary to list grammar or punctuation changes in this field. 
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Attach, Replace, and Delete Documents in a Bid 

If you would like to delete or attach additional documents to your bid, you may do so in the Edit Bid 

screen. 

 

1. Go to the Edit Bid screen. 

2. If you wish to upload a document to your bid, click the empty Upload Files field or Select. Do 

not upload files more than 20 MB.  

 

 
 

3. Select the file you would like to upload. 

4. Click Open. The file will appear on the edit bid form. 

5. Enter text into the Title field.  This text will appear as a hyperlink in the bid. Clicking the link 

will take the viewer to the uploaded document. 

6. Click Upload Document(s).  

 

 

You MUST click the Upload Document(s) button to upload new attachments to your 

bid.  If you do not click this button, your documents will NOT be saved to your bid, 

even after clicking the Update button at the bottom of the screen!   
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After clicking the Upload Document(s) button, you attachments will attach to your bid appear 

under the Attachments field on your edit bid screen.  The date you uploaded the documents 

will appear next to your attachments.  

 

 
 

7. If you wish to delete an attachment that you just added or had previously added, click the red X to 

delete the attachment.  

 
8. When you have finished your changes, click Update at the bottom of the screen to save your 

changes to your bid. 
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Send Bid Amendment Notice  

If you wish to send a Bid Amendment email which describes changes to your original bid submittal, you 

may do so in the Edit Bid screen. 

 

1. Go to the Edit Bid screen.  

2. Enter your notification into the Bid Amendment field.  

3. Click Email Bid Amendment. 

 

 
  

Once you have clicked Email Bid Amendment an email will be sent out to all bidders that are 

connected to the bid via the NIGP codes attached to that bid. 
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Awarding Vendors 

Once it has been decided which vendors will be awarded your bid, you may assign vendors under the 

Award Vendor(s) section on the Edit Bid page.  

 

1. Go to the Edit Bid page for the bid you wish to award vendors to.  

2. Scroll to the bottom of the bid and click Show Award Details.  

 

 
 

3. Type the vendor’s name into the Search box in the Award Vendor(s) section. 

 

           
 

4. Click Enter. 

5. Select the desired vendor.  To select multiple vendors, hold Ctrl while clicking the other vendors. 

6. Click the small arrow icon to enter your selected vendor(s) into the bid.  
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It is not possible to transfer more than 25 vendors at a time.  If you use the   icon, you will 

receive the following error message. 

 

 
 

7. If you wish to add more vendors, clear the search box and press Enter or to start a new 

search. 

8. If the vendor you wish to add is not already in the list, you may add it manually by doing the 

following:  

a. Type the name of the vendor you wish to add into the search box.  

 

 
 

b. Press Enter or .  The vendor name you typed will appear in the Available Vendors 

field. 

c. Select your vendor. 

d. Click the small arrow to add the vendor to the Selected Vendors field.  
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9. Once all vendors are added, click the checkmark box for the vendor awarded the bid and leave the 

other checkmark boxes blank.  

 

 
 

 

 

A marked checkmark box for a vendor indicates that vendor is awarded the bid.  A 

blank checkmark box indicates that the bid was received by, but not awarded to, that 

bidder 

 

10. Enter the award date into the Award Date field. 

 

 
 

 

If you do NOT enter a date to the Award Date field, the vendors you have selected 

(including vendors both with and without checkmarks) will NOT appear on your 

bid!! 

 

11. To remove a vendor from your bid,  

a. Select the vendor you wish to remove. 

b. Click the small arrow to remove a single vendor. To select multiple vendors, hold Ctrl 

while clicking the other vendors. 

 

 
 

c. Use   to remove all entered vendors. 
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Cancel a Bid 

It is possible to cancel a bid that you have placed.  If you choose to do so, the bid will remain in the 

VendorNet system with a note marking it canceled.  The canceled bid can be searched using the Archived 

filter on the Search Bid page. 

 

1. Search for the bid you wish to cancel.  

2. Click the Solicitation Reference # to edit the bid.  

 

 
                   

3. Click Edit Bid. 

4. On the Edit Bid page, scroll down to the bottom of the page and click Cancel Bid. 

 

               .  

 

The next screen you will see is the View Bid screen of your canceled bid.  The red note at the top 

indicates that your bid has been canceled. 

 
 

Additionally, the text ‘Canceled’ is added and viewable when searching for your canceled bid.  

 

 

The Archived filter MUST be selected to view canceled bids. 
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NIGP Codes Search  

At the NIGP codes page,  you may search by NIGP code to find bids attached to that code. 

 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click NIGP Codes at the top right area of the page. 

 

 
2. Once at the NIGP Code search screen, you may search for your desired NIGP Code by typing 

either the number or description into the search box at the top of the screen.   

3. Click Enter. 

 
4. Click the code number to search bids associated with that code.  
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5. At the search screen, click the All Agencies filter to see all bids associated with the NIGP 

code.  If All Agencies is not selected, your search is defaulted to your agency or municipality 

view and may return zero results.  
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Vendor Search 

The purpose of this procedure is to inform the user on how to search for active bidders via vendors in 

VendorNet 2.0.   

 

Before starting this procedure you should have registered with VendorNet 2.0 and created a user name 

and password. 

Getting to the Vendor Search Page 

 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click Login at the top right area of the page. 

 

 
 

 

2. Enter your User Name and Password. 

 

3. Click Login.  

You will be taken to the logged in homepage of the site. 

 

4. Click Vendors at the top area of the webpage.  
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Searching for Active Bidders 

At the Search Vendors page, there are several different ways to search for active bidders. , Search 

functionality includes searching by NIGP Code, NIGP Keyword, Company Name, and Contact Name.  

Contracts may also be searched by NIGP code. 

 

 

Once you are logged in as an agency or municipality, your search view is defaulted 

alphabetical order by company name. 

 

Below are the search fields by which you can search for a contract. Note that none of the searches are 

caps sensitive, so you may use either capital or lowercase letters and receive the same search result. 

Search results will depend on how the company was registered with VendorNet. 

 

 
 

 

 NIGP Code 

The NIGP field searches the active bidders that have an NIGP code associated with them. Active 

bidders can be searched by only one NIGP code at a time. 

 

 NIGP Keyword 

The Agency field will search the descriptions of the NIGP codes.  Multiple words can be used in 

this search.  

 

 Company Name  

The NIGP field searches the name of the company registered to be the bidder. 

 

 Contract Name 

The Contract Name field searches the contact person who registered the company with 

VendorNet. 

  

1. To search for a contract, choose a field and enter the required information as listed above. 

2. Press Enter. 
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Sort Your Vendor Search 

Your contract search results may be sorted by Company, Contact, Address, Phone, E Mail Address, 

Minority Business, Disabled Veterans (DVB), and Women Owned Businesses Enterprises (WBE),  

 

 
 

 

1. Click any of the Company, Contact, Address, Phone, E Mail Address, Minority Business, 

Disabled Veterans, and Women owned Businesses headings to sort your search results.  

 

Only one may be selected at a time. In the example below, Contact is selected. 

 

 
 

  

Company, Contact, Address, E Mail Address, Minority Business, Disabled Veterans, and Women owned 

Businesses sort alphabetically. Phone will sort your results numerically.  

 

 

2. To reverse your sort results, click the heading a second time. 

3. To remove the sort, click the heading a third time. 
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Contract Creation 

The purpose of this procedure is to inform the user on how to create a contract in VendorNet 2.0.   

  

Before starting this procedure you should have registered with VendorNet 2.0 and created a user name 

and password. 

 

Getting to the Contract Creation form 

 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click Login at the top right area of the page. 

 

 
 

 

2. Enter your User Name and Password.   

 
 

 

3. Click Login.  

You will be taken to the logged in homepage of the site. 
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4. Click Contracts at the top left area of the webpage.  

 

 
 

 

5. Click Create Contract. 
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Filling out the Contract Creation form 

The contract creation form has several fields to be filled out, some of which are required, and some which 

are updated new features of the new VendorNet.  New features include the contract synopsis and addition 

of NIGP codes. Required fields are denoted with a red asterisk (*)  

 

1. Fill out the fields for Contract Title, Contract Number, Contract Start Date, and Contract End 

Date. 

 

2. Select the appropriate method to indicate the use of the contract: 

 

a. Cooperative Purchase 

Enables Wisconsin municipalities to buy goods and services at discounted prices under 

contracts already negotiated by the State of Wisconsin. 

 

b. Mandatory Purchase 

Indicates the contract is mandatory for state agencies. 

 

c. PCard 

Allows the use of the PCard with the contract..  

 

d. Piggyback 

Allows an agency to use an existing open contract established by another agency. 

 

3. Enter the Procurement authority for your contract. 

   

4. If filling out Contract Applicable to field, be sure to specify either state-wide or the specific 

agency.  

 

5. Fill out Contract Synopsis field.  After entering your synopsis, you may choose to further 

format your synopsis using the design tools.  
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6. To use the special design tools for the contract synopsis, click the   icon.  

A menu of design options will appear. There are many design tools that are available to you. 

A few of commonly used ones are detailed below. 

 

 

                    
 

 

a. Spell Check icon  

Clicking will allow you to spell check your contract synopsis. 

 

b. Hyperlink Manager  

Clicking  will allow you to create a link in your contract synopsis. 

 

To create a hyperlink  

i. Click  .   

ii. Enter the web address you wish to link to in the URL field.  
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iii. Fill in the Link Text field.  Link text is the text that will appear as a link in 

your contract synopsis.  Ignore all other fields. 

 

 
 

 

 

iv. Click OK . 

 

 

DO NOT use the  icon to upload documents!  It will not work!  Instead, use 

the Upload Files field in the contract creation form. 

 

7. If there are additional contract numbers associated to suppliers, fill out the Additional 

Contract Numbers field with the supplier’s name and contract number. 
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Adding Contract Vendors 

This field is required because it allows contracts to be searched by the suppliers associated with them. 

You may search the contract vendors by typing into the contract vendors search box.  

 

1. Go to the Edit Bid page for the contract you wish to award vendors to.  

2. Scroll to the bottom of the contract and click Show Vendor Details.  

 

 
 

3. Enter next for the name of the vendor you wish to add. The results will automatically populate. 

 

If clicking on the search box does not display results, you may type the vendor name directly into 

the search box to add it. 

 

 
 

 

4. Select the vendor you would like to add. To select multiple vendors, hold Ctrl while clicking the 

other vendors. 
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5. Click the small arrow icon to enter your selected vendors into the contract 

 

                 
  

It is not possible to transfer more than 25 vendors codes at a time.  If you use the   icon, you 

will receive the following error message. 

 

  
 

4. To remove a vendor from your contract,  select the code you wish to remove 

5. Click the small arrow to remove a single code. 

6. Use   to remove all entered codes. 
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Upload Documents to the Contract Creation Form 

1. If you wish to upload a document to your contract, click the empty Upload Files field or 

Select. Do not upload files more than 20 MB. 

 

 
 

 

2. Select the file you would like to upload. 

3. Click Open. The file will appear on the contract creation form. 

4. Enter text into the Title field.  This text will appear as a hyperlink in the contract. Clicking 

the link will take the viewer to the uploaded document. 

 

                     
 

5. To remove your file, click Remove. 
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Search and Attach NIGP Codes to the Contract Creation Form 

The contract creation form has the ability both to search for and attach NIGP codes to your contract. 

NIGP codes can be searched both by number and name. You will need to select the appropriate NIGP 

code for use when ordering off the contract.  

 

1. To search for an NIGP code by name or number, type the name or number of the code you want 

to find into the NIGP code search box.  

 

 
  

 

2. Select the desired NIGP code.  To select multiple NIGP codes, hold Ctrl while clicking the other 

codes. 

3. Click the small arrow icon to enter your selected codes into the contract. 
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It is not possible to transfer more than 25 NIGP codes at a time.  If you use the   icon, 

you will receive the following error message. 

 

 
 

 

4. To remove an NIGP code from your contract,  select the code you wish to remove. 

5. Click the small arrow to remove a single code. 

Use   to remove all entered codes. 

 

 
 

 

Submitting your contract 

When you have finished filling out all required fields, have finished uploading all documentation, and 

have entered all desired NIGP codes, click Save to submit your contract. 
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Search and Edit Contracts  

Before starting this procedure you should have registered with VendorNet 2.0 and created a user name 

and password. 

Getting to the Contract Search Page 

 

1. At the VendorNet homepage, click Login at the top right area of the page. 

 

 
 

 

2. Enter your User Name and Password.   

3. Click Login.  

You will be taken to the logged in homepage of the site. 

4. Click Contracts at the top left area of the webpage.  
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Searching for Contracts 

At the Search Contracts page, there are several different ways to search for not only your contract, but any 

contract currently entered into the system by any other agency or municipality. Search functionality 

includes searching by Keyword or Number, Agency, and Supplier.  Contracts may also be searched by 

NIGP code and description. 

 

 

Once you are logged in as an agency or municipality, your search view is defaulted to your 

particular agency or municipality. This means that the search results you initially see are 

ONLY those specific to your agency or municipality. You may expand or restrict your search 

as explained below. 

 

 

There are the filters you can use to expand or restrict your search results. Selecting Both means that both 

Yes and No results will be shown in your search. 

 

 
 

 Piggyback 

Allows an agency to use an existing open contract established by another agency. 

This filter will limit your searches to those designated as available for piggybacking. Since this 

field is new to this version of VendorNet, it may not return results. 

 

 Mandatory Purchase 

Indicates the contract is mandatory for state agencies. This filter will limit your searches to those 

designated as mandatory contracts. 

  

 Cooperative Purchase 

Enables Wisconsin municipalities to buy goods and services at discounted prices under contracts 

already negotiated by the State of Wisconsin. This filter will limit your searches to those 

designated as cooperative. 

 

 PCard 

Allows the use of the PCard with the contract. This filter will limit your searches to those 

contracts that accept PCard payment.  

 

The All Agencies filter is a separate checkbox.  

 

              
 

 All Agencies 

This filter will expand your searches to include all solicitations from all agencies or 

municipalities.  If you deselect this option, your view will be defaulted to the view of your 

specific agency or municipality. 
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Below are the search fields by which you can search for a contract. Note that none of the searches are 

caps sensitive, so you may use either capital or lower case letters and receive the same search result. 

 

 
 

 

 Keyword or Number 

The Keyword or Number field will search the entirety of the solicitations, including the Title, 

Agency, Solicitation Reference #, and Synopsis.  Note that this field will NOT search the contents 

of documents attached to contracts such as PDF or Word documents. 

 

 Agency 

The Agency field will search the names of the Agencies that have submitted contracts. You may 

use acronyms in the search, such as DOA for the Department of Administration.  

 

 NIGP 

The NIGP field searches the contracts that have an NIGP code associated with them. 

 

 Supplier 

The Supplier field searches contracts using the names of suppliers who are assigned to each of the 

contracts. You may search by first company name. 

  

1. To search for a contract, choose a field and enter the required information as listed above. 

2. If desired, select any combination of filters. 

3. Press Enter. 
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Sort Your Contract Search 

Your contract search results may be sorted by Contract Number, Title, Agency and Start Date.  

 
 

 

 

By default, search results are sorted with those with the newest Start Date first. You may 

change how your results are sorted below. 

 

1. Click any of the Contract Number, Title, Agency, and Start Date headings to sort your search 

results. Only one may be selected at a time. In the example below, Title is selected. 

  

 
 

 

  

Title and Agency first sort alphabetically. Contract Number will sort your results alphanumerically. 

Results listed as EXPIRED can be searched, but can not be used for new orders. 

 

2. To reverse your sort results, click the heading a second time. 

3. To remove the sort, click the heading a third time. 
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Viewing Your Contract 

As an agency or municipality, you have two ways that you can view your contract. The first way occurs 

immediately after you have saved your Contract Creation form. After saving your form, you are 

immediately taken to your contract for viewing. 

 

The second way that an agency or municipality can view a contract occurs on the Search Contracts page, 

after you have searched for your contract. 

 

 
  

 

Once you have searched for your desired contract, click the Contract Number to view the details of the 

contract.  

 

Information that you entered with your contract submittal will be displayed, including a link to your name 

as the Manager. This blue link contains the contract creator’s email and will open in an email client such 

as Microsoft Outlook.  
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To Edit Your Contract 

1. Go to the View Contract screen for your contract you wish to edit. 

2. Scroll down and click Edit at the bottom left part of the screen. 

                                 
 

3. All of the fields available to edit are identical to the fields available to you on the Contract 

Creation screen with the exception of the Revision History field and Upload 

Documents(explained below).  Edit as needed.   

 

 

The Revision history field is available at the bottom of the Contract Edit screen.  In 

past versions of VendorNet, this field was required.  However, it is no longer a 

required field for editing.  The Revision History field is intended for content changes 

only. It is not necessary to list grammar or punctuation changes in this field. 

 

4. When you finish making all necessary changes, click Update at the bottom of the screen. 
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Attach and Delete Documents from a Contract 

If you would like to delete or attach additional documents to your contract, you may do so in the Contract 

Edit screen. 

 

1. Go to the Contract Edit screen. 

2. If you wish to upload a document to your contract, click the empty Upload Files field or Select. 

Do not upload files more than 20 MB.  

 

 
 

3. Select the file you would like to upload. 

4. Click Open. The file will appear on the Contract Edit form. 

5. Enter text into the Title field.  This text will appear as a hyperlink in the contract. Clicking the 

link will take the viewer to the uploaded document. 

6. Click Upload Document(s).  

 

 

You MUST click the Upload Document(s) button to upload new attachments to your 

contract.  If you do not click this button, your documents will NOT be saved to your 

contract, even after clicking the Update button at the bottom of the screen!   
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After clicking the Upload Document(s) button, you attachments will attach to your contract 

appear under the Attachments field on your Contract Edit screen.  The date you uploaded the 

documents will appear next to your attachments.  

 

 
 

7. If you wish to delete an attachment that you just added or had previously added, click the red X to 

delete the attachment.  

 
8. When you have finished your changes, click Update at the bottom of the screen to save your 

changes to your contract. 
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Archived Contracts 

Archive your contract, you may do so in the Contract Edit screen.  When you choose to archive your 

contract, your contract will no longer be searchable and will not come up in any of your views on 

VendorNet.  If you would like information on a contract that has been archived, contact the VendorNet 

Information Center directly. 

 

To archive your contract: 

 

1. Go to the Contract Edit page of the contract you wish to archive. 

2. Scroll to the bottom of the page.  

3. Click Archive Contract. 

 

 
You will be taken to a screen that shows your contract has been archived. The red note at the top 

indicates that your contract has been canceled.  

 


